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Hsmework Helper A $tury of Ratios

€6-M4-Lesson 1.; Yåre Reüationshrtp of Addition and St.xbtraction

1.- Fill in each blank.

a +25-25:45
¡+,3

b. 375 - 250 + 250 :
3?5

E

c. 1,450 +450 : 1,450

45e

7. Whyaretheequationsx * y -y:.r and x - y *y: xcalled identities?

These equøtions sre called identitíes because the vrsriables can bc replaeed wítk øny number, and øfter
campieting the aperatíansn the result is the aríginaf nuøber"

EUR,EI(A
MATH-

Lesson 1: The Relationshiþ ofAddition and Subt¡act¡on

O 2t15 Great Minds eureka-math.o¡g
6&M4-Hì¡VH-L3.0-10,2015

I know that when I begín with a number, add

another number, and then subtract the added

number, I return to the original number. Since the
result is 45, the original number must be 45.

I know that when I begin with a number, subtract

another number, and then add the subtracted

number, I return to the original number.

I can test this by replacing the variables with
numbers. lf I replace r with L0 and y with 4, the
resulting number sentence 10 + 4 - 4 : 10 is

true. The other resulting number sentence

L0 - 4 * 4 : 10 is also true.

I



Homework Helper A $tory of Ratios

G6-ilV14-L*sson 2: The ReåaËË*nshfip of MÏçx$ttpüícat$on ffir'Id þivisior*

1. Fill in each blank to make each equation true

145+5x5=--
l¿f5

b. +'15 x 15 : 480

48$

c. 65x

3,5

+15:65

d. 533x13+

13

= JJJ

2. How is the relationship of multiplication and division similar to the relationship of addition and
subtraction?

frsth relatiønsåfps {rcsta tdentifies.

Lesson 2: The Relationshíp of Mult¡plicätion and Division

m

2 EUNEKA
mAfit"

lf I divide a number by another
number and then multiply that result
by the number I divided by, my final
result is the original nr¡mber.

lf I multiply a number by another
number and then divide that result by
the number I multiplied by, my final
result is the original number.

I can prove this by substituting the variables in the
identitieswith numbers. ln the identity
x + y - ! = x,l can replace x with B and y with 4.
B + 4 - 4 = B. This is a true equation. This is also
true for the relationship between multiplication
and division. Using the same replacements ín the
identity x x y + ! = X,the result is B x 4 + 4 : 8,
which is a true equation.

€l 2015 Greðt M¡nd5 eureka-mãth.org
66-M4-HWH-1,3,0-10,2015
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G6-Ml¿t-Lesson 3: Thn Relationship of Multipfficatíon and Addition

Write an equivalent expression to show the relationship between multíplication and addition.

1. 20+20+24

3x3*

2. 7x3
3+3+3+3+3+S+3

3. Bx

.r+.r+.x+r+x+r+Jr+.r

4. f +f +f +f
4l

20 is repeatedly added 3 times.

This is the same as 3 x 20.

There are 7 copies of 3.

I can repeatedly add 3 seven times.

There are B copies of x.
I can repeatedly add r eight times.

/ is repeatedly added 4 times.

This is the same as 4 x f , or 4f

EUREKAmårlf
¡ßsson3: The RÈlationsh¡þ of Multiplicãtion and Addition

@ 2gLS Gßãt Mind5 €urêfã-mat$.org
€eM¡llWH-L3.0.10,2015
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios [[l

G6-gvl4-Ë-essor'* 4; T'he RelatËonship of Ðivtsi*n and Sn¡htræction

Build subtraction equations using the indicated equations.

The quotient in each

of these equations
represents the
number of groups.

The number of groups

is represented in the
tape diagrams, as well

Division
Equation

Divisor lndicates the Size

of the Unit
Tape Diagram

What is
xory?

1 1O+x=2 1ú-ø-.r*t x-5

z. 24+x=3 24-x-r-x-.0 X:S

3. 35+y=5 35-y-y^y*¡l*Ï=û !:7

The quotient is also represented by the
number of times the divisor is
repeatedly subtracted from the
dividend. The number that is being

repeatedly subtracted is the dividend.

The divisor is the number Ín

each of the groups.

4 Lesson 4:

Gt 2015 6reat Mindi eur€kã-mãth.org

The Relationship of Division and Subtraction EURSKA
mårH"

66.M4-HWH-1.3.(ll0.2015



Hsmework HelBer A 5tory of Batias [l!|
1

The quotient in each of these

equations represents the
number that is repeatedly
subtracted from the dividend.

The number that is repeatedly
being subtracted {the
quotíent) is represented in
the tape diagrams, as well.

Division

Equation
Divisor lndicates the Number of

Units
Tape Diagram

What is
xary?

1. L0+x=2 x 5

2 24+x=3 ä,* .- 3 * 3 ""3 -- 3 -- 3 -3 *3 - 3 = S
,f:*

3 35+Y=$ 3$^5*$-.5^5*S-5--$:0 l:7

The quotient ís being repeatedly subtracted
from the dividend. The total number of
times it was subtracted is the divisor.

The divisor is the number of
times, or the number of groups

of, the quotient that was

repeatedly subtracted from the
dividend.

5EUR,EKA
MATH'

Lesson 4: The Relationship of Division and Subtraction

@ 2t15 Gr€at Minds eürekã-math.orB
GçM4-HWH-1.3.0.10,2015



Homework Helper A Story of Ratios m

Gñ-ilVl4-Lesson 5: Ëxpcnents

1. Complete the table by filling in the blank cells. Use a calculator when needed.

Exponential Form Expanded Form Standard Form

2z 3v'lv3&/\kAþ tt

-4:1

$.Ð2

5x5x5x5

1.5 x 1.5

Þ¿s

2.2S

H'
f.111ã.*H*X*X*X*
33333

ã

243

2. Why do whole numbers raised to an exponent get greater, while fractíons raised to an exponent get
smaller?

.As wf¡ole nambers are muitiplie# by themsctves, praducts are larger because tÍrere üre ,nare grtups.
Ásfracfíons af ,frø*tionx are t*ken, the product is smslfer. & pørt o! * part is less thçn ftxw mucl¡ n¡ss
5fsffEd u/if¡,"

3. The powers of 3 that are in the range 3 through L,000 are3,9,27,8L,243, and 729. find allthe powêrs
of 4 that are in the range 4 through 1,000.

4,16,64,256

4. Find all the powers of 5 in the range 5 through 1,000.

5, X5, Í"25,625

5. Write an equivalent expression for r x y using only additíon.

{y+}+""+

Lesson 5: Exponents EUNEKA
}TATH"

€l 2015 Great Mindi eureka-mðth.org

6

When I am given exponential
form, I can expand by

multiplying the base factor by

itself the number of times the
exponent states. Then, I can

evaluate the multiplication
expression. When I am given

the expanded form, I note the
factor beíng multiplied as the
base and then count the
number of times it is being

multiplied. That number
represents the exponent.

I begin with the base factor and
continue to multiply it by itsetf
repeateclly r"¡ntil I determine the last
product before I reach 1,000.

Because multiplication is repeated
addition, I add y to itself the number
of times r states.

.T tiRres

66-M4-HWH-1.3.(l10,2015
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6. Write an equívalent expression for nt using only multiplication.

n .rL . ,..-n]
t ttmëÉ

a. Explain what n is in this new expression.

n ís ttee fo*or thst is rcpëatedty înultiplied hy itself.

b. Explain what t ís in this new expression.

t ís the numher ol times n wílf åe multiptíed.

7. What is the advantage of using exponential notation?

lt is ã fitore efficíent way of wrÍtîng ß multiplication expression il the þ*tars d{e a{l the søme.

8. What is the difference between 5x and x5? Evaluate both of these expressions when x : 3.

Sxmeonsfivet¡mesx, Thisistlresafieosx+x*r+,r+ x, xs ¡ncansxtothefifrhpawe$or
x'x"x'fr'x.
Whenr=3,59=5'3:15,
When x:3,Í5 = 3 '3'3 '3'3 * 243"

(

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Because a numberto a power is

repeated multiplication, I multiply the
base factor n by itself the number of
times t states.

7

-J
.J
J
J
J

EURH(A
MATH

Lesson 5: ExponÊnts

@ 2015 GrËãt Minds eorÞl*math.rf8
€eM4:Hl¡lH-l.3.û'10,2015



Hcmework Helper

G6-Ml$-Lesson 6: Thc Order of ffiperati*ns

Evaluate each expression

1. Zx4+7x7*1
8+7+5
16

2. ($r.s0+ 2 x $0.75 *5 x $0.01) x 20

{$"¡. se -f- $rr. sr + $0.05) x år
$3.05 x 2*

$61

3. (3x7)+(7xz)+z
2'Í,+å4+X
.??

4. ((rs* Ð2 - Q7 -32)) x (6+3)

(cxl'* (27 + *)) x z

(e*3)xä
6x?
1Å

Lesson6r TheOrderofOperations

Gr 2015 Great Minds eureka{ðth.ort

A Story of Ratios @

I EUNEKA
MåTH"

I know that multiplication is repeated

addition and should be evaluated first in
this problem. Then I can find the sum of
the resulting addition expression.

I need to evaluate the expressions within the
parentheses first. The most powerful operation
in the parentheses Ís multíplication. I will
multiply first and then have a resulting addition
expression within the parentheses. From there
I will evaluate the addítion expression ín the
parentheses first and then multiply by 20.

I know sometimes parentheses group parts of an

expression for clarity. ln this problem, the
parentheses are actually not necessary since the
operation of multiplication would be evaluated first.

I know that I have to evaluate what is in the
parentheses first. But in this problem, exponents
are in different places-outside parentheses and

inside parentheses. I need to evaluate the
exponent inside the parentheses before I can

evaluate the expressions inside the parentheses.

G6-M4-HWH-1.3.0-10.2015
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G6-h44-Lmsson 7: Replacing Letters wittr ilrlumbers

1. Replace the side length of this square with 7 in., and find the area.

t!thesídetengthof thesqusîei¡?in., t?eçreçof thesquerslsz,is{7 in.}2or7ån"x ?in.:49årtz.

2. Complete the table for each of the given fígures.

L6yd.
L2m

2öm
5.5 ¡rd.

s

I can substitute the value given

far 5,7 in., into the formula
for the area of â square.

tençh of
Rectangle

w¡dth of
Rectangle

Rectanglds Atea
wr¡tten as an

Expression

Rectangle's Area
written a¡ a

Number

26m 1?m 26wtx12rn 312 mu

1& yd" 5.5 yd. 1"syd.x 5.5yd. 8B ydz

9ËUREI(A
MATIf

lêrion 7: Rêplacing Letteß with Numbei:

g 2915 Gæat M¡nds êûrehâ-mãth.of8
€e[t4:IlwH-ri.0"10,!015



Homework Helper A Story of Ratios

3. Find the perimeter of each quadrilateral in Problems 1 and 2

Frablem.ã"'P:2Sån.

Frsblem 2: F = 76 x,lt; F : 43 yd.

4. Usingthe formula V = lxw x h, find thevolume of a right rectangular prism when the fength of the
prism is 3B cm, the width is 1"0 cm, and the height is 6 cm.

tr/ : å x w x h;V * 3äcm x lt em x 6 cm : 3,2$0 exr:3

@

lesson 7:

e¡ 2015 Great Minds eureka-mðth.org

Replacing Letters with Numbers EUR,EKA
mlrTH"

I can use the formula for perimeter (l * w * I * wl,
substitute the values for the length and width of each

rectangle, and then add.

Using the formula, I can substitute the values given in the problem
for length {l), width (w}, and height (h), When f multiply the
numbers, I can use the commutative property to rearrange the order
of the numbers, multiply 38 x 6, and then multiply the result by 10.

10

ûËMA-t tw þ1,J.0-10,2015
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G6-M4-Lesson 8: Replacing Nurnbers with Letters

1. Demonstrate the property listed in the first column by filling in the third column of the table

2. Why is there no commutative property for subtraction or division? Show examples.

Here ís dn example ol why the tommutstlve prapery does not work tar dívislan. 12 + 4 snd 4 * L2.

l2 + 4: 3, Õut 4 + 12: 1, For suå tÍoctionr the ørder is importønt becouse it çss's result in dílferent

answers, I * Z : 7, bÍttZ * I - *7.

-
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

-)

ø*b=b*aCommutative Property of
Addition

37*c: c*37'

axb=bxa ' Commutative Property of
Multiplication

f'TIX n = dà x rtr

Additive Property af Tera F*0= p

b+a=bM ultipl icative ldentity
Property of One

txI = t

bxL:b

-)
-)
J
J

lfson 8: Replacing Numbers with LettersEUN:XA
MATH

@ 2015 GrÊåt Minds et¡rekã-math.org
€ÊM4:l.lwH-1,3.O'X0,Ðr5
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios [!l

Gffi -h/:¿$-l-essc!'! S: IÈdriti ng Ådd ¡tt#n a nd Srs btu'mcticn Expressior'*s

t. Write two expressions to show a number increased by 6. Then, draw models to prove that both

expressions represent the same thing

b+*and&*tþ

2. Write an expression to show the sum of a and b

æ*borb+a

3. Write an expression to show y decreased by 9.

y*v

4. Write an expression to show z less than 11.25

7L.25 - z

5. Write an expression to show the sum of r and m reduced by 21"

t'* r¿r * 21

Lesson 9: Writing Addition and Subtraction Expressíons EUR.EKA
mnrH"

6 b

"lncreased" tells me I am

adding a quantity to another
number. For any value of b,

each expression would result
in the same number.b 6

"Sum" implies addition

Because the order is important
when subtracting, "decreased
by" tells us the starting
amount and the number that is

being taken away.

"Less than" also implies subtraction

Writing this expression requires two
steps. First, r and m are being added.

Tlren, the sum is the starting anrount in

a subtraction problem.

t2

Ci 2015 Great Minds eurckã-mãth.org
G6-M4-HWH-1.3.0-10.2015
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6. Write an expression to show 4 less than l, plus e

F.*4*s

7. Wríte an expression to show 3 less than the sum of p andn.

p+?a-3

First, I is the starting amount, and 4 is beíng taken away

Then, the difference is added to e.

First, p and n are added together. Then, the sum isthe
starting amount in a subtraction problem.

Leson 9: Writing Addition and Subtraetion ExpressionsEUREI(A
ltåil|t"

@ 2015 Grsãt Minds €t¡fel*rhatì.o'8
€&MA-Hr¡vH-L3.0-10,¿015
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios fll

€6-lvç4-Lessnn I.0: Wnüt$mg and Expandi*g Mlr,xfft&ptËcat$on

Hxpressüws^rs

l-. Rewrite the expression in standard form. Use the fewest number of symbols and characters possible.

a, 6'3'a'b
38o*

b. 4'5.2-ß.y
4**y

2. Write the following expressions in expanded form.

a. 26yz

76'y"z çr 2.L3.y. 2

LZxyz

L7' x'y's N 2,'7'3' x' y' z

3. Find the product

a. 9a'3b

27 ctb

6ab'lLcd

66nhuÅ

Lesson lO: Writing and Expanding Multiplicat¡on Express¡ons

(9 2015 Great Minds eurefta{ðth.org
66-M4-HWH-1.3.0-10,2û15

b

b

EUNEKA
MAÍH"

When I write an expression in standard form, I do not use

the operation symbol or symbols for multiplication. I write
the factors next to each other. When possible, I multiply
numbers together before wríting the product next to the
variable or variables.

When I write an expression in expanded
form, I write the expression as a product
of the factors using the " ' " symbol for
multiplicatíon.

I multiply the coefficients and then write the
rest of the variables in alphabetical order.

L4



Hsmework H*lper A $tory af Ratios

G6-ft/34-LessCIr* LL: Factorång Ëxpress¡ons

1. Use models to prove that 4(x * y) is equívalent Io 4x * 4y

Ï+y x+y ;r+y :r+y

'l.t

2. Use greatest common factor and the distríbutive property to write equivalent expressions in factored

form for the following expressions.

a. 4d.* tZe

4{d + 3*J or4{1r{ + 3e}

b. 1Bx * 30y

6{3r + 5y}

EA

EUR.EKA
}TATH-

Lerçon 11: Factoring Expressions

v. r ,Ë v x v J v

There are four groups at (x + y)
The model represents (x + y) +
(x+y)*(x*y)+(x*y),or
4(x + y).

ï. v-x

Each model includes four tr's and four y's, so they
are equivalent. Therefore,4(x * y) : 4x * 4y.

The model represents r plus r
plus r plus r plus y plus y plus y
plus y, or four x's plus four y's.
This can also be expressed as four
times x plus four times y.

I can rewrite the expression as an equivalent
expression in factored form, which means the
expression is written as the product of factors.

The number outside of the parentheses is the
greatest common factor, or GCF.

The greatest common
factor o14d * IZe is 4,

so I can write 4 outside
of the parentheses.

O 2015 Great Minds èureka-math.orÍ
€eM4-HWH-1,3.0'10.2015
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios @

ffiö-wl4-Less*n 12: Ðistributirxg txpressions

1. Use the distributive property to write the following expressions in standard form.

a. 9(x + y)

9r*9y

5(2ø + b)

1*a * Sþ

2(7 s + Lzh)

1"49 t- 7,4Èx

2. Create a model to show ThalS(Zx + 3y) = 6x * 9!

2r+3y 2.t + 3:' ¿x+JÏ

*x 3y 2x 3y å* 3y

6x 9y

¿x 2x äx 3y 3y 3y

lesson12: DistributingExpressions

b

c

EUR,EKAtt tTH"

I can visualize the model, which would show
nine groups of (x * y), which can also be

represented as 9x and 9y.

I can also multiply the number outside the
parenthesis by the terms inside the
parentheses: a(b * c) = ab + uc.

So I can multiply 5 x 2a. and 5 x å. This

would result in the expression 10a * 5å.

ln the first model, there are three groups

at (2x + 3y). ln the second model, there
are three groups of 2x, or 6x altogether,
and three groups of 3y, or a total af 9y.
ln both models, there are three 2x terms
and three 3y terms. They are just
grouped differently.

16

O 2015 GreatMinds eureka-mõth.org
G6-M4-HWH-1.3.0 10,2015
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G6-M4-Lesson tr 3; Wr*tlng Dåvisíon Expressions

L. Rewrite the expressions using the division symbol and as a fraction.

a. Eighteen divided by 23

1Ë * 23 ønøff
r,3

b. The quotient ofn and 9

7E

n + * astd*
ry

c. B divided by the sum of y and 5

*8+{y*5}ord 
-y+b

x
2. Draw a model to show that x + 4 is the same as *.

X

0rx
L

4

)t

4

EUR.EKA
MATH'

Lesson 13: Writ¡ng Divis¡on Expressions

@ 2015 Great Mindc êureka-math.org
€ÊMA-HWH-1.3.0-10,2015

Writing a fraction to show division is more

efficient than drawing models, arrays, or using

the division symbol.

When using the division symbol, I can show the
sum ofy and 5 by placing them in parentheses.

I do not always need the parentheses in the
denominator when writing the expression as a

fraction.

ln the model, Í represents the whole. lf x is divided into
Lx

4 parts, one of the parts represents -41c, or'.

L7



Hsmework Helper

G6-fVt4-Lesscn å4: TdtárËtireg Dlvfisfrmn txpressions

Complete the missing spaces in each rectangle set.

y+12
"X

Lesson 14: Writing Division Expressions

A Story of Ratios !!|

EUREKA
TIATH"

Since x is being divided by the sum
of y and 12, it is the dividend. The

divisor is y * 12 because it is what
I am dividing by.

x dâvãded ågr råe

sum of y anú tr?,

Here, the dividend, x, is inside
the division symbol because it
is what is being dívided. The

divisor, y * 12, is outside the
symbol because it is what I am

dividing by.Equivalent

Expressiotts

x +(y+Lz)
3¡+ å3

x

Dívision can be represented as a

fraction. The numerator represents
the dividend , x. The denominator
represents the divisor, y * L2.

18

@ 2015 Greðt M¡qds eureka-mðth.org
6FM4-HWH-1.3.0-10,211s
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Hcmework Helper A, Story of âatios

G6-lM4-Lesson 15: Read Hxpressions iu"r Which å-ettens Stand f*r

Numbers

L. List five different vocabulary words that could be used to describe the given expression

4m-6
k

Possíåle.4r? swers : Ðílfere næ, le ss than, quoti ent, product, guod ruple

2. Write an expression using rnath vocabulary for each expression below

ã. 7-5h

Fsssfbls Ansr,vdrsi The pradurá a/ 5 o*d Ie suåËrss*e d lrom 7 ; seven m¡nus the quontity 5 fimes l¿

lry+2
4

Fsssfü/e Ams$/ers: The quontíty m plus ? divÍded by 4; the quotient of m. plus 2 snd 4

m

l

)

b.

EURßKA
MATH-

Lesson 15: Read Exprêssions in Which Letters Stand for Numbers

I know from Lesson 13 that a

fractíon is another wayto show

divísion.

To determine what vocabulary
words t0 use, I need to identify
which operations are being shown

and then brainstorm different
ways to describe those operations.

I need to show that 5 is being multiplied
by h before ít ís subtracted from 7.

I need to show that the entire numerator is being divided by 4.

I can group m and 2 together using words like "the quantity."

@ 2015 Greát Minds eurekã-mãth.org
GÊMA-HWH-1.3.G'10.2015
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Homework Hetper A Stcry of Ratios

G6-fM4-Lesscn 1ñ: Wråte Expressãons Ën Whicl'r ü-etters StarNd tor

Nucgcbe*'s

Mark the text by underlining key words, and then write an expression using variables and numbers for each of
the statements below.

1-. The difference o1 g and 18 is divided by h squared.

Tlze diffprence af g and L8 is divíëed by Fz seuqred"

g*å8
tza

2. Noelle read p pages yesterday. Marcus read 9 pages more than one-third of the pages Noelle read.
Write an expression that represents the number of pages that Marcus read.

îttsæâl* read p pügcs yesterday" Mãr€$s rcad I pãges Øprë thãn qw?Êt itçÉ*f the põSds ff*eJfe rssd.
Wríte an expressicn tft6t repras,effifs fåe nurnber øf pøges tkãt fvlãrrus resd.

@

|o** *rf;+eorp+3*s

Lêsson 16: Writ€ Expressions in Which Letters Stand for Numbers EUNEKA
MATH"

I need to determine the operations
that the key words are descríbing.

Difference is the result of subtraction

I can write "h squared" as lr to the
second power.

To determine the number of pages

Marcus read, I need to represent
one-third of the pages Noelle read

before I can add 9 to that amount.

On e-t h ird o/ describes m ultipl ication.

Because I is a fraction, it also describes
3

division.

zo

Gt 2015 Great Minds eureka-mãth.org
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Homework Helper A $tory of Ratios

fi6-fr/€4-&-esson L7; Write Expressåons in Wh$ch Lettens Stand f*r

Numbens

Wríte an expression using letters and/ar numbers for each problem below

1,. 1"3 times the difference of k and 7

å3{f{ - 7}

2. The quantity of h increased by 14 divíded by three times m

J¿ + i.4
3ra¿

3. Melinda can do 2 times as many push-ups as Tim and Quinn combined. Tim can do t push-ups, and Quinn

can do q push-ups.

2{t + q}

4. Yesterday, the temperature was 2B degrees warmer than tríple the temperature, ú, four months ago.

3ú+ B

Lesson 17: Wr¡të Exprêssions in Which Letters Stand for Numbers

w

EUREKA
tvlåtH"

I can use parentheses to show that 13 is
being multiplied by the difference of k and

7 instead of just being multiplied by k.

I can show the quotient using a fraction. The first quantity

will be the numerator because that is the dividend {what is

being divided), and the second quantity, which I am dividing

by (or the dívisor), will be the denominator.

Tim and Quinn combined means that I need to add together the
number of push-ups that each of them can do before multiplying
by two.

Warmertells me I need to add 2B to the
product of t and 3.

O 2û15 Gr€atMinds exrekã-math.org
6&M4-HWH-1.3.0-10.2015
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Hcmework Helper 11Story oí Ratios [l[|

Gö-f\Ä¿t-Less*r's å8: Writing rñd Evaiuatüng Expr*sslsns*Addåt&on

mmd Subtraeti**l

l-. Read the story problem. Part (a): ldentify the unknown quantity, and write the addition or subtraction
expression that is described. Part (b): Evaluate your expression using the information given.

a. The home football team scored L7 more points than the away team.

#escrrpf¡on wÍth wnits: Let p represefit the po¡nfs åtre ff4rsy team scøred"

Fxpression: p + 1?

b. The away team scored 19 points ín the game.

p+97
å**å7

36

The home teçm scored 36 poenfs ín ths gümä.

2.. lf the home team had scored 42 points, how would you determine the number of points scored by the
away team?

I would s{råfro*t tT points fram 4V, points fo Sãf 25 paints fo{ thë üway teüm.

Lesson 18: Writing and Evaluat¡ng Expressions-Addition and Subtraction EUR,EI(A
MTTH"

I do not know how many points the
away team scored, so I will use a

variable. Then I can add 17 to
determíne the points the home
team scored.

This time lwas given the points the
home team scored instead of the
points the away team scored. So

I need to do the opposite of adding.

22
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Hnmework Help*r A Stary of Ratias

Gffi-nÆ4-Lessom 3.9: SubstãäutËng ta Ërralumte Additiors and

5u bt¡.actüpm Ëxpresslcæs

1-. Makenzie and Micah went to Caspersen Beach, Florida, to collect shark teeth. Before they went,

Makenzie had 13 teeth in her collectíon, and Micah had 4 teeth in his collection. On an 8-day trip, they
each collected 3 new teeth each day.

a. Make a table showing how many teeth each person had in his or her collection at the end of each

day.

b. lf this pattern of shark teeth finding continues, how many teeth does Micah have when Makenzie

has T shark teeth?

When Makenzie hqsT shark teethß Micak hasT - 9 shsrk fesfit.

@

EUR,EKA
MATH'

Lesson 19: Substituting to Evaluate Addition and Subtraction Ëxpressions

O 2015 Gr€at M¡nds ëur€kã-math.org
G&M4-HWH-1.3.0-'10.2015

Ðsy
Number o! Shork Teetk in

Møkenzie's Callectíøn
Number of Shark Taeth in

Micoh's ScfJecgion

1 t6 7

.¿ 3.9 tt
2 "þ', ?3

¿þ ZJ 16

5 ?& âq

åÞ 3L 2V.

On the first
day, I need to
add 3 to the
totals for each

person. And

each day after
that I willadd
3 more to
represent the
new shark

teeth they
found.

7 34 z5

5t 28l}u

My table needs a row for each of the B days in

the tríp. lt also needs a column for each person.

I can see that Micah has fewer shark

teeth. So I know lwill be

subtracting some ãmount from the
number that Makenzie has.

23
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c. lf this pattern of shark teeth finding contínues, how many shark teeth does Micah have when
Makenzie has 70 shark teeth?

7S*S:61

Wlzen Makenzi* fiss 70 shark te*th, tuf¡s*å? fics 61 sÊzørk teeth,

d. lf this pattern of shark teeth finding continues, how many teeth does Makenzie have when Micah

has M shark teeth?

þVfte* tuFâs*h i¡ss JVI såarI* teeffe, Mskenzle *as M * I sf¡crft teetll.

2. Maya and Albert are making necklaces that consist of large round beads and small square beads.

The relationship between the number of large round beads and the total number of beads is shown in
the table.

Maya wrote an expression for the relationship depicted in the table as Ã * 6. Albert wrote an

expression for the same relationshíp as T - 6. ls it possible to have two different expressions to
represent one relationship? Explain.

ðotf: exBressiûns cûn represent tfte sâr#e relûtioriskip, depenúing f$ fr¡e paínt o! view, Thc
expressíca: & + 6 reprcsents thã {rurxfuer *f Íarge rouné beads ptvs the number af smalÊ sqware
åscds" Iftr expressían T - 6 rapresenfs tÊze nuwpber *f sm*nï squ*r* åe*ds tfrkefi ãwãy fra*e the
túüi rruînb#r af beeds"

Lesson 19: Substitut¡ng to Evaluate Addition and Subtraction Expressions

m

a

EUREKA
MATH-

(o 2015 Great Mìnds eureka-mãth.org

I need to use the expression I came up with in
part (b) to help me answer the question.

I already know that the number of
teeth is always 9 apart, but this time
I need to add 9 because Makenzie

has 9 more than Micah every day.

Number of Large

Round Beads

TotalNumber of
Beads

0 6

L

') B

5 1.r

ln this problem,

I am given a

completed table.
I need to see what
number was added

to the number of
large round beads

to determine the
total number of
beads.

50 56

24
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b. What do you think the variable in each student's expression represents? How would you define

them?

The variable Y w¡auld represafit the totøi nuftrber û! beads út tüe neck{øce. The nsríable R would
represent the number of large round beods.

c. lf the same pãttern continues, how many large beads will be on the necklace if there are 72 heads

total?

r*6
72,-6

66

ll¡cra weuld be 66 large round b*ods used iÍ there 6rë 72 totai beilds,

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Because I am given the total number of beads.

it makes sense to use the expression T - 6la
solve for the number of large round beads.

EUREKAMAffi
lêssor 19: Substituting to Evaluate Addition and Subtraction Expressions

@ 2015 Greãt M¡nd5 èrrreta-mãtñ,ûrå
€eM4:!lr¡iH-1,3.0-10,2015
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6ñ-M4-&-esson 2t: WrÊt*n6 mnd Hwa*uat$ng Expressi*ns*

Mf uåËlpticaftåcn sË'ld Ðtvtsåsut

l-. A seamstress can sew 180 skirts per month.

a. Write an expression describing how many skirts are made by the seamstress in M months

lSt&f

b. How many skirts will be in an entire year (1-2 months)?

'18# ' f.Z - 2, 160. Theræ wii{ fre Ë, 1S0 skírTs mEde in * yeur,

c. How long does it take the seamstress to complete 1,980 skirts?

sjei¡fs
l, 980 skírts + 180 . = 11 ¡æos¡ff¡s' møntit

@

Lesson20i WrítingandEvaluatingExpressions-MultiplicationandDivision EUN,EKA
mnrH"

I can replace the variable with a number to help me

think through the problem. lf the seamstress sewed for
2 rnonl"lrs, she would rnake 180 x Z skirts. And in
3 months, she would make 180 x 3 skirts. So ín M
months she must make 180 x M skirts.

To get the total number of
skirts, I multiplied. So to get

the number of months, I will do
the opposite, or inverse.

26
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Hsmewcrk Helper A Stsry of Ratias m

7. Malik is a hot dog vendor, for which he earns $2.30 per hot dog sold. Create a table of values that shows

the relationship between the number of hot dogs that Malik sells, H, and the amount of money Malik

earns in dollars, D.

Number at Hot Ðags Sald {H} Nlaiík's farnings in Ðallørs {D}
4t ?.30

1* ?3" O0

tÐG 23ü" tO
1. t0û 2,30t.0*

lf you know how many hot dogs Malik sold, can you determine how much money he earned?

Write the corresponding expression.

MultípiyinE the nurnber øf hat døgs thot Maêãk sold by his profìt rate {52.38 per hot dog} wiit
úlculste hís money eørned. 2. Stff is the expression for his eornings ín dollars.

b. Use your expression to determine how rnuch Malík earned by selling 90 hot dogs

7,"38H : 2.3G ' 9* : 2A7" Mslik ecrrred $2*7. 0& for selÍíng 98 hot dogs.

c. Malik must earn $L,334 each week to cover all of his expenses. Determine how many hot dogs

Malik must sell in order to earn $1,334 in a week.

I",334 + 2. 3S : 58$. få*refare, Mslík must sei! 580 åot dags eoch week íft order tç cover hís

expens€s.

Lesson20: WritingandEvaluatíngExpressions-MultiplicationandDivision

g 2Õ15 Great Minds eur€ka-math.org

a

EUR.EKA
mårH"

I can choose any numbers for the
number of hot dogs, like 'J.,2,3,4, or
1,0,20,30,40, and then use them to
determine the total earnings.

I am given the number of hot dogs,

which I can use to replace H in the
expression from part (a), and multipÌy.

I am given D, the amount of money in
dollars. 5o lwill need to use the
opposite operation to solve for H, the
number of hot dogs.

GÞM4-HWH-1,3.0.10,2015
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Gffi-Ml¿t-Lesscn 2T.: V\l*'ütäng Ðnd ËvaËuatÊmg Hxpressüo$s*

IVI uËtff glfi üaatlsn snd AddütümyN

l-. Victoria is purchasing shirts at $B each for the math team. The company charges *7.25 tar shipping and

handling, no matter how many shirts are purchased.

a. Create a table of values that shows the relationship between the number of shirts that Victoría buys,
S, and the amount of money Victoria spends, T, in dollars.

trumÞerol$åirås Hãefods Ëuys f^S,| Totüi Cest irt ÐøtÍørs {T}

d
A f$.r5

ry 7,X.25

3 3L.Z,S

b. lf you know how many shirts Victoria orders, can you determine how much money she spends?
Write the corresponding expression.

ss+7.25

c. Use your expression to determine how much Victoria spent buying 30 shirts.

8{3O) + 7.?,s

2&7.2,5

Vietariç spent $U47. äS.

Lesson2l: WritingandEvaluatingExpressions-MuttiplicationandAddition EUR.EKA
TATTI"

@

Like in

Lesson 20,

I can choose

the number
of shirts
that I use in

the table.

First, I can determine the cost of the shírts,
and then I wíll add on the shipping cost.

Now I can use the expression I came up

with in part (b) to solve when S : 30.

28
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ilsñewcrk Helper A Stcry of Fati$s

2. When ridíng in a taxi, Hector pays a $¡ nat fee and $2.75 per mile. The relationship between the number
of miles, M, and the total cost, C, is shown in the table.

a, Complete the missing values in the table.

b. Write an expression that shows the cost of taking the taxi for a total of M miles

3 + 7,"V5M

@

I

c- lf Hector can only spend $47 on the taxi ríde, how many miles can he travel?

47-3:44
44* ?.75: 16

ilector €ûn gç t& míies ín the taxi.

EUR.EKA
MATH'

Leson 21: Writìng and Evaluat¡ng Expressions-Multiplication and Addition

O 2015 Gr€at Minds êureta-mãth.or8
€&M4:HWH-l,3.0,10,2015

Number of Miles {M) Total Cost in Dollars (C)

1 5.75

2 8.50

3 11.25 ¿*

4 14

5 t6.75

6 19.50

I can see a

pattern in the
second column.
The cost is

increasing by

$2.75 each

time another
mile is added in

the first
column.

I add the flat fee to the cost for the
miles traveled.

I can work
backwards to
figure out how
many miles Hector
can afford. First,

I will subtract the
flat fee from the
total. Then, lwill
divide by the price

per mile.

29
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Gñ-M4-Lesson ä2: Wntting and Eva*at8ng Hxpres***ns-

Ëxp*l'tumts

l-- Migueltried a new restaurant on Day 1-. On Day 2, he told
3 friends about the restaurant. On Day 3, each friend told
3 friends about the restaurant, and the pattern continued
tripling each day for 9 days.

a. Complete the table to show how many people heard

about the restaurant each day. Write your answers in

exponentialform on the table below.

Ðay Number of
People

Day Number of
People

Day Number of
People

1 +ûJ 4 q3 7 s{'

z 3x 5 3a B 37

tJ
qZ
;¡ 6 I 3e

b. How many people would be told about the restaurant on Day 9? Represent your answer in

exponential form and standard form. Use the table above to help solve the problem.

On Ðay 9,38-cr Õ, 56l*peo ple wauÊd t:,enr sþsut *ÍÏs rsstû.irfiftf,

Lesson 22: Writing and Evaluating Express¡ons-ExpÕnents EUREKA
MATH"

Becanse the number of people is
tripling every time, I can use an

exponent to represent the amount
of people that hear about the
restaurant each day.

To find out how many people will hear about the restaurant on

Day9, I needto solve3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3.

30
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Hss¡eurork Helper A 5tury of Ratior

c. Miguel is estimating that by Day 9 at least 1"0,000 people will have heard about the restaurant.

ls his estimate accurate? Why or why not?

å + 3 * I * ?7 + 8f, + 243 + ?2ç + 21&7 + 6561 : 9ü41

8y Ðoy*, anly 9, S4f. peaple wiÍf hswe heçrd abEutthe
restãut${rt" Althougfu ç, S4å ís eJose ür åt" üü0, íf is r?ðf

ever åü, *û#, Míguel estiløteted åtrøf ef feostr ï.{}, $tû
would hsve heord about the restãursnt, whick wauld
meçît 1*, $ûû or more.

2. lf an amount of money ís invested at an annual interest rate of 9o/a,iT doubles every B years. lf Van

invests $700, how long will it take for his investment to reach $2,800 (assuming he does not contribute
any additional funds)?

It wili take â6 yesrs to rec¡cå $ä,800.

At least 10,000 meâns L0,000 or more

To find out how many totaf
people have heard about the
restaurant, I need to add the
totals from each day.

After B years, it will reach $L,400.
Then after another B years, it will
double again to $2,800.

EUNEKA
TATH-

Lesson 22: Writìng and Evaluating Expressions-Expo¡ents

O 2Õ15 GreatMinds eureka-mati.org
€eM4-HWH-1.3.0.10,2015
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Gö-lvl4-ilesscn 23; Ynue and fa$se !\Sumbmr Sesrtençes

Substitute the value for the variable, and state whether the resulting number sentence is true or false. lf
true, find a value that would result in a false number sentence. lf false, find a value that would result in a true
number sentence.

i" 4i : rl*g. substitute 1|ror,q

Ihis ís a true ¡'cumber senter,lse &essffse * f ís equai ft 4*" Any *amber stk*r than *|will r*svlt itz ç

foIse namb€rsenfenss"

I)2. * = 12. Substitute 60 forå.
4

b
* - f ?
4

6*
-: 

E.¿
4

å5 * tr"Z

Tfrfs ds of,o/se number sentence becaase when 6,ål ís dívided by 4, têrr quûtisnf fs tS. ln order lor åft¡s fc
be g true number senten€s, tÈ'ë* qüûtiæfit must *Euwl 12" T* ü,'sëfe û trae nlrøbgr sentenaær lhe
vørïøhle, *" mwst be ræplaæd witls * namfuer ti'twt, wllefi divíded fuy &, wífi Ë{Ëãte x quøtient *f î?,"
Wheæ repÍø$ng Ê*, ths at;ãy numþer thöt wiiÍ {re{rt€ ü t{r.ie *vrxber sentence is 4f*

Lesson23: True and False NumberSenlences EUR.EKA
ilTATH'

m

+sr

+{*'"/üÌr

ã34;ç: ?;
L*
13â--?*
j. t+

åå
rn,* - ri*""r*'3

First, I need to replace gt with 1|

Next, I need to fínd the sum of Z|."a t|

Then, I need to determine if the sum, 4

a true number sentence,

1_

2t
creates

First, I need to replace b with 60.

Next, I need to find the quotient of 60 and 4

Then, I need to determíne if the quotient, 15,

creates a true number sentence.

32
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Hsmelvork Helper A Stury of Ratios

Create a number sentence using the given variable and symbol. The number sentence you write must be true
for the given value of the variable.

3. Variable: m Symbol: ) The sentence is true when L3 is substitutedfor m.

13Þ

@

u{e >

13>tr3*?

å3är
13>2+1-å

13>13
å3>7

I know that m is the variable and that
I will be using the greater than or equal

to sign.
When I substitute 13 tor m,l know that
whatever is on the right side of the > sign

must be equal to 13 or be less than 13.

I know this is a true number sentence

because when both sides are evaluated,

the resulting number sentence is 13 > 5

Five is less than thirteen, so it is a true
number sentence.

I can choose any operations or numbers
as long as what I choose results in a

true number sentence. These are some
other examples of true number
sentences.

EUR.:KA
TUIATH-

Lesson23: True and False NumberSenlences

@ 2Õ15 GreatMìñds eureka-mãth.org
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G6-M4-Lesson 24r True and Talse Nurnher Sentence$

State when the following equations or inequalities will be true and when they will be false.

1. 72 -- 2f
72:2f
72:2(? )

72:2(36j
72=72

The equatìan72 = 2l is trua only when the vaiue af f ís 36 and laÍse when the v*tue of f is any
number other than 36. The quotion is true when f : 36 ar¡d Ítise when f t 36.

First, I need to determine which
number is being represented by f.

What number, when doubled, will
be equal to72?

I need to determine if the product of
2 and 36 cre¿tes a true number sentence.

\rl

leson24: Tl.ue and False Number Sentences74

@ 2Ol'5 6reåt Minds dr€ls{åthorg
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Hsmeü¡ork Help*r A Stsry af Ratis¡

2. m-L2<29
r¡a*13<29
m *'8't * 'Y&,dø Lþ 

- 
t¿

41..*12=29
?9:29

Tke ínequdÊêty ßr * ZZ < 29 ís tdue when the wlae o!'m is 4T"
Ên this exampfe, w*zen evæluated, Zg * 29,

47,*â7,<2ç
30<29

îhe ínequr,{itr¡ ¡r¿ - 1? { 3$ íslofse when the volue a! ne is greüter thøn 41. ln this exampíe,30 ís not
equal to 29, nor is it /ess tåøn ä9"

4$*Lä{29
?8<Zg

Tke inequality r¿ * 12 < 29 is true when the vslue of m ís less than 4f . tn thìs exampleu 28 ìs not
equai tû 29" årrf ff is leEs thøn 29.

Thereþre, ttte irrequslítyyîL -^ LZ < 2q ís vae when the value of rm ís less than ør eguai to 4'1," ,t ís

!ølse when the vçlue of m fs {norc than 4L" The inequælity is true when vn € 41 and talse wken
mÞ 4L.

@

l

)

EUR,EKA
IIATH"

Leson24: True and False Number Sentences

O 2015 Great M¡nds 6üreka-mãth.org
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First, I need to think of numbers
that are less than or equal to 29

Any number less than or equal to
29 will result in a true number
sentence. l'll start with equal. What number, when I subtract

1Z fram it, will result ín a number
equal to 29?

What if I choose a number
greater than 41? Will that also

result in a true number sentence?

What if I choose a number less

than 41? Will that also result
in a true number sentence?
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GË-$\ll¿t-Less*n 25: tindÍng Soåutíons t* Make Equatfi*ns Y$"q.ie

Solutions to Equations

When solving equations, there is only one number that the variable can represent that will result in a true
number sentence.

Find the solution to each equation

1. 53:b

53=ã¡

125:&
1?S * X,25

2. 6n:72

6n*72
6 x?:77"

6 x 12:72
f l': l&

Lesson25: Finding Solutions to Make Equations True EUNTKA
mårH"

Each síde of the equation must
evaluate to the same number.

53 is evalr¡ated hy mrrltiplyingthe base,

5, by itself the number of times of the
exponent,3. 5 x 5 x 5:125.

Since 53 is 725, the value of å is
the same since they are equal.

b must equal 125.

What number, when multiplied by
6, will result in the product, 72?

The right side of the equation is 72.
Because this is an equation, the
product of 6 and the number ¿
represents must also equal 72.Tlre value of r¿ is 'J.2. lt is the only

number that can replace n to result
in a true number sentence.

36
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36 +?: 4

36+9=4
4=4
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What number must I divíde 36 by

in order to have a quotient of 4?
The right side of the equation is

4. Because this is an equation,

the quotient of 36 and the
number ft represents must also

equal 4.

The value of h is 9. lt is the only
number that can replace h to
result in a true number sentence

lrson25: Finding Solutíons to Mãke Equations TrueEURËI(A
MATH

@ 2t15 GGát Mindô ilrek*mãth.or8
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G6-$V?4-Ë-essmru ä6: One-Step ffiq**atËosts*Add&t*sr* mvryd

5u k*racËËoru

Find the solution to the equation using tape diagrams.

1, x-5:l-5

A Story of Ratios f,[l

Y
I

ïr-$+5

ås

T

5+15=2*

Lesson25: Onë-StepEquations-AdditionandSubtrãction EUR.EKA
MåTH"

There are some things I notice here. The remaining 15 is equalto the quantity x - 5. This is stated in the
problem. When lcombinethe 5 andthex- 5 inthe diagrqm, itisequaltox because¡ - 5 * 5: x.
This is also supported by the knowledge of the properties of operations I learned in Lessons 1--4.

This tape
diagram
shows that
when ltake
5 away from
the number
that is being
represented
by r, the
result is 15.

This equation is stating that when I subtract 5 from a number (in this
case the number is represented by x), then the result is 15. What
must that number be that is being represented by r? There ís only
one number that can make this equation true. I wíll start with x.

This tape
diagram

represents the
number that will
replace x. lt
represents the
number I am

taking 5 from in

order to find the
difference of 15.

5 15

I

I

This tape diagram shows that
since the tape diagrams are equal,
x must be equal to the sum of 5
and 1"5. Therefore, x : Zt.
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Hcmework Helper Å Story af Êatiss

Fínd the solution to the equation algebraically. Check your answer.

2. x - 5:15
x*5:15

x-5*5=15*S
x=15*5
x*?$

Substitution is a common way to check solutions to equations. Substitute the value for x back into the
equation, and evaluate to see íf a true number sentence results.

x-5:å5
20-5:15

aé 4{å;l : åJ

TI¡is is e trí.êe number sentence, se the saiutían" x : ZÐu is correct.

Many times, students confuse the check with the correct solution since they are often different numbers.

ln order to avoid this problem, students are encouraged to substitute the solution back into the identity,
where they will find that the solution and the check will be the same number, resulting in less confusion.

.x-5*f"5
x-5*5*15*5

l0*5*5:15+S
2G: ?$

This method also results ín a true number sentence and shows that x must equal 20 in order for the
equation to be true.

@

)

EUR.EKA
mårH'

Leson 26: One-step Equat¡ons-Addition and Subtraction

@ 2û15 GreãtMind! e!rekã-math.o¡B

x - 5 + 5 : x. This is supported by

the identity that states that íf you

take a number away from another
number, then add it back in, the result
is the first number you began wíth.

€É.M4-Hl¡ut-l,3.0-10.2015
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Homenprk Helper A Story of Ratios

Find the solution to the equation using tape diagrams

3. y *7 :17
L7

I
y+7*7

To find the value that y is representing, subtract 7 from it. ln order to do that, 7 must also be subtracted
from 17 because y - 7 andLT are equal.

@

Label the first
diagram 1,7.

Represent y +
7 on the second

diagram

because y * 7

and 17 are

equal.

v t

These are equal.

y+7-7:L7-7

L7 *7 T

y+7*7 ?

It is clear tlrat
10 and y are
equal.

/=10

Lësson26: Onê-StepEquations-AdditionandSubtraction

O 2015Great M¡nds eureka{ðth.org

EUNEKA
mårH"
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Find the solution to the equation algebraically. Check your answer

4. y*7:L7
Y*7:17

y+7-!=L7-7
l=17'7
T: lû

To check work, substitute y with the solution 10 back into the identity to see if it results in a true number

sentence.

Y*7:17
l8*V*L7

10+?-læ17-7
10 : X,S

Tîais ís a td¡re îrufirber sæntence, sa the solutigtlo I : 1Õ, is correc't.

ldentify the mistake in the problem below. Then, correct the mistake

5. r*12:32

r * !2:32
r *L2-72:32+LZ

r :44

The tarrect snswef should be:

r*L2*37,
î+t2-t2:32-12

r *20

Because the identity
w * x - t(: w, lknowthat
I can subtract 7 from y * 7 to
determine what y represents.

Because y +7 and L7 are

equal, I also need to subtract

7 fram 17,

The mistake here is

adding 12 on the right

side of the equation
instead of subtracting 12.

EUREKA
måmf

L€sûon26: onÊ-StepEquat¡ons-AdditionandSubtraction

g 2015 Ëreat M¡nds süßtã-mâth,org
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Hsrne$,ork Helper A Stury of Ratios

G6-Mct-Lemsmm 27: Sne-Step Equatãons*lWrx$ËipË*c*tion and

$Ëvüsice't

Find the solution to the equation using tape diagrams.

1. 24:6x

?Á

ßx

Find the solution to the equation algebraically. Check your answer

2. 24:6x
?,4: 6x

7,4+6:6,s+6
4=ff

Lesson2T: One-StepEquat¡ons-Mult¡plicâtionandDivision

@

r
2*
I

.X

EUREKA
mårH'

This equation is stating that when I multiply a number (in this case it is
represented by r) and 6, the productis 24. What must that number be

that is being represented by r? There is only one numberthat can
make this equation truc. l'm going to start with 24.

These are
equal.

& 4 4 4 4 4 lf 24 were to
be split into
6 equal
groups¿ as

6x has been,

what is the
value of each

of the six
groups?

When lsplit
24 items into
6 groups, each

group contains
4 items.

When lsplit
6x into 6
groups, each

group contains
rjnÊ.x.

Because the identity
w'x+X=w,lknow
that I can divíde 6x by 6

to determíne the value
of one x. Since I divided
6x by 6,1 must also

divide 24 by 6 because

6x is equal ta 24.

42
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@Hcmewcrk H*lper A $tsry of Fatios

Substitute the solutÍon back into the equation, and determine if the result is a true number sentence.

?4: 6x

?4 = ö'4
24+{r-&'4+6

4*4
lñfs ¡'esrJfs *ffi s true *urnber sentenee s{ld s¡roïls #r#f K n ust equaå & in ordær far the equutÍún tç be

trffë,

Find the solution to the equation using tape diagrams.

3. -11

y*3 y+3 y+3

?1 zt ?t

,4 tt ¿f.

)

l

)

v*

3

EUREKA
MATH"

L€sson27: onê-StepEquations-MultiplicationandDiviiion

@ 2û15 GreatM¡nds eur€ka-math.org

This equatíon is stating that when I divide a number {in this

case it is represented by y) and 3, the quotient is 21. What

must that number be that is being represented by y? There is

only one number that can make this equation true. l'm going

to start with y + 3.

vI need three
piecesofy+3
to create one y
because
y+3'3:T.

I know that
each unit of
y+3is
equal to 21"

v
y is equalto
3 '21, or

!=63'

€eM4-HWH-1.3.0-10,2015
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@

Find the solution to the equation algebraically. Check your ânswer.

4. Y*=2L
3

'tt*_21
D
"¡

y+3=21
y+3'S:ä1.3

l: 63

vi: 21
5

6íJ+3:?1
63+3'3=ä1'3

ö3: {i3

Because the identity
w+x.x:wtlknow

v
that I r:an mr¡ltinly: hy 3,,3
to determine the value
of one y. Since I

v
multiplied î Uy S, I must

also rnultiply 2L by 3

because * is euual to 2L.
3

Lesson2T: On€-StepEqudt¡one-Mult¡plicãt¡onandDivie¡on EURT¡(A
måffi"
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l'lsmewcrk Helper å Stcry af Ratios

G6-R/T4-å-essorx 28: Twc-Step Probleruxs*Afft Operat$mns

Use tape diagrams to solve each problem. Then create a set of equations to solve algebraically.

L. Malcolm scored 18 points in tonight's football game, whích is 6 points more than hís personal best.

Jamal scored 2 more points than Alan in tonight's game. Jamal scored the same number of points as

Malcolm's personal best. Let m represent the number of points Malcolm scored during his personal best

and ø represent the number of points Alan scored during tonight's game.

a. How many points did Alan score during the game?

18

rn 6

ËquÐtìon far Mçãcalm's Tape Ðiagra$r: tw * 6 * 1S

trquctíom /o r J ar* alu s To pe Ðiag ræ m :

ø*ä*6*1S
a*8:1S

a"lS**:lt-8
g: lü

b. What was the total number of points these three boys scored at the end of tonight's game?

Malcafm's pofntrs + Jamal's paints +.Ad#r?kpçínfs: åB + 9Z + 10 = 40" The tüel number of
points the th{ee boys scored üt ttìe end of thc g*r!'te was 4t"

ffi

EUREKA
mårH'

Lesson 28: Two-Step Problems-All operations

I know Jamal

scored 2 more
points than
Alan, and that
equals

Malcolm's
personal best
score of 1"2.

Jamal scored

12 points
tonight.

ü z,
A

I know that
Malcolm's
total is 18,
part of which
is 6.

m*6=78,
so Malcolm's
personal best

score must
be 1.2.

a t

Alan's score, plus the 2
more points Jamal scored,

plus the 6 extra points that
Malcolm scored over his

personal best equals

Malcolm's total points

from tonight's game, 18.

O 2Õ15 Gr€at M¡nds eureka-m¡th.orÍ
€ÞM4-HWH-1.3.0.10,2015
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Homer¡¡ork H*lper A Story of Ratios [[|

2. The type of customers at the local bank varies throughout the day. During Saturday's hours, the bank
manager collected data to see why the customers were coming ínto the bank on a Saturday. There were
140 people who made deposits. There were 15 more customers who checked their balances than there
were who made withdrawals. The number of customers who made deposits was 5 tímes as many as

those who came in to check their balances. How many customers made withdrawals? How many
customers checked their balances? Let w represent the number of customers who made wíthdrawals,
and let b represent the number of cr,¡stomers who only checkecl their balances.

14ç

5&: ã4*

5*+5:14û+5
å=28

t{¡ r$

w*15:&
w*15:2S

w*15*15:ZS-15
¡r=L3

l"S eusfomers made withdrawais oîT Seturdey, ûr?d 2ü {ust*rners cfieeked their bffisfices,

Lesson 28: Two-Step Problems-All Operatìons EUREKA
}IATH"

å
å

b * & å b

Since there were five
times as many

customers who made

deposits than checked

their balances, and

I know there were 140
customers who made

deposits, Så : 140.
Because there were
15 more customers

who checked their
balances than the
number of
customers who
made withdrawals,
I can represent b as

w*L5.

Now that I know that
there were 28 people

who checked theír
balances on Saturday,
I can cJetermine hc¡w

many made withdrawals

46
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Hsrilework Helper A Stsry af Ratios

G6-Ml$-Lessam 29: HWlq.*üt&-Step Prcblen'ns*A$ff tperaticrss

Multistep Problems

Solve the problem using a table, and then check your answer with the word problem.

Camille uses four times as many cups of broth as she does cups of milk in a recipe and double the amount of
flour as milk.

a. lf Camille uses 14 cups of these ingredients in the recipe, how many of each does she use?

tamítle would use 3 cups of milkr 4 cr*ps o/fToruç ¿nd S *ups of $rorñ.
This rnokes sense &ecø#se Ë cups øf brottt ís lour ti¡7res' üs msny as 2 cups

o! mílk, snd & cups of f{our is doubleZ cups of mítk.

b. Support your answer with equations,

i-et x represent tke *umber of cups øf rníik used ím the recípe" 2x represents the number of cups af
flaur, *nd 4x rep{&seîlts the nurnber of rups af hroth. Added togetber" th*y equal !4 eups.

x*2x*4x=34
7¡=14

Vx+7 * 14+7

lf x:2, theß Zx = 2{äJ : 4, and4x : 4{?} : S"

m

EUR,EKA
MATH-

lÊsson29: Multi-StepProblems-AllOperat¡ons

Begin with 1- cup of
milk.

To find out how
many cups of flour,
double the amount
of milk.

Since there are four times as many

cups of broth than milk, multiply
1 cup of milk by four.

Nwmb*r af
€wps af Mík

Number af
dups of Flour

îrlumber ef
eups of Broth

Totçl Number
of ewps Used

1 ? 4.
.,

"} 4 I 74

lf she uses

14 cups of
ingredients, that
is twice âs many
as the oríginal

total of 7 cups.

lf we double
7 cups, we need

to double the
rest of the
original number
of cups.

O 2015 Great Minds èurekã-mãth.org
€FM4-HWH-l.3.0.10,2015
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llomer¡¡ork Helper A Story of Ratios

Gffi-l\llct-Lesson 30: ffir*e-Step Frobü*ms ün Ëhe ReaË \ffrynld

Angles: A Review

Students review the measures of four angles in this lesson. Using the information below, students create and

solve one-step equations based on measurements of angles.

@

Right Angle

Measures 90"
Acute Angle Obtuse Angle

Measures less than 90o Measures more than 90"
Straight Angle

Measures L80o

Write and solve equations for each problem

L. Solve for x

xo

62"

2. Solve for x

2

xo

35"

Lesson 30: One-Step Problems ¡n the Real World

xo*6Xo=*S"

øo*62o*6äo:S$o-6äo
.ro = ZS*

?*"+xo*3ã":ûüo
x"+550:s*"

ro*55"--55"=9ff"-55"
.ff" - 35o

EUREKA
MATH"

I know a right angle measures 90". I also know that angle

measurements are additive. I know part of the angle

measure is 62", but I don't know the value of x. If I add x"
and 62", it will equal 90'.

I know a right angle measures 90". I also know that angle measurements are

additive. I know part of the angle measureisZt", and another part is 35", but
I don't know the value of x. lf I add x',24o, and 35", it will equal 90o.

¿t8

O 2015 Great Minds eureka{ðth.oB
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Hsrnewcrk Helper A 5tsry of Ratios

3. Solve for r.

)co
97" 52'

"ro*9?"+5?": f.8#"

x" * 149": 180"

x" * tr49o * :{-49" = åEü" - 1,49"

ffo * 3ï.o

4. The measure of two angles have a sum of 90'. The measures of the angels are in a ratio of 3: 2

Determine the measures of both angles.

3x"*?.tro-9ü"
SJr" : 9So

5r"-i5:9S"+S
xo : L8o

Itone rfs 18"" tirerltwax's i.936o, üildthrse x's¡s54". Síncethewtiaof theønglesís3:2,thenthe
arzgÍes meøsure 54" ond 36o.

@

EUNEKA
MATH-

lÊsson30: Onê-Stêp Problems in the Real World

I know a straight angle measures 180". I also know that angle measurements
are additive. I know part of the angle measure is97", and another part is 52",

but I dón't know the value of r. lf I add xo ,97o, and 52", it will equal 1Bû".

I know the ratio of the two unknown angles ís 3:2. This means there is a

multiplicative comparison. The first angle is three times as many, and

the second angle is two times as many. I can find the unknown angles by

adding the three times as many, 3x, and the two times as many,2x.
Since angle measurements are additive, 3r" * Zxo is equalto 90o.

O 2015 Great Minds €ureka-math.org
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios

Gñ-*V!¿l-Lesscn 31: Frobåergns in lVlathernatEcal Ferms

1-. Barbara buys four books every month as part of a book club. To determine the number of books she can

purchase in any given number of months, she uses the equation b = 4m, where b is the total number of
books bought and m is the number of months. Name the independent variable and dependent variable.
Create a table to show how many books she buys in less than 6 months.

I"he independent vcriaù le is tn, or the *umber o/ rnontlx. I"k* dependent varí*ble, *" represe*rs t*e
namber *f bpoks. and thøt depends CIn t¡¡e nvmber of nron**s.

@

Number of
Months

lml

Evaluatlng the
Expression

b :4m

Total Number

of Books
(bt

1 h*4m
& : 4it)
å*4

Â

2 b: 4m
þ:4(2)
þ:g

I

Lesson 31: Problems in Mathematical Terms

The

dependent
variable is

represented
in the third
column.
The total
number of
books, å,

depends on

the number
of months,

so å is the
dependent
variable.

EUREI(A
MATH"

The independent
variable is
represented in the
first column.
I knowthat the
number of months
willchange because

the problem states
less than 6 months.
So, the number of
months could be

1-5. Therefore, m,
or the number of
months, is the
independent
variable.

To determine the value of å, I replace m by the
number of months it represents and then evaluate
the expressíon.

lrrum&eref
&?onti¡s

{vse.}

Tatüi A*rtt$nt
of Eoaks

{b}
,L ti,

|>

3

fr

12

4 Í.6

l1 z*

50
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Hsmewark Helper A Stcry of Ratios

2. Tamara was given ten stamps. Each week, she collects three more stamps. Let w represent the number
of weeks Tamara collects stamps and s represent the total number of stamps she has collected. Which
variable is independent, and which is dependent? Wríte an equation to modelthe relationship, and make

a table to show how many stamps she has from weeks 5-10.

.5' : 314¡ * f.$. f'f*s tøtal stumh#r s/$frrnps rclleüed, s, is ffte dependent vari*bie becsuse ít depends
ûn the number of weeÍ$ TsÍnørd colfecrs sfa rmps, The independent voríøbíe is the number af weeks
lsmsrs eaflects sfômpq, w, 1S is s consfa¡'rf,

g

The independent variable is
represented in the first
column. I know that the
number of weeks will
change because the
problem states from weeks

5-10. Therefore, rn, or the
number of months, is the
independent variable.

Nurnber
a!

Weeks(wj

Tottt
Number

of Stomps

fsJ \
5 ä5 \

6 2&

v 31

I 34.

I 37

To determine the value of s,

I replace w by the number of
weeks it represents and then

evaluate the equation.
s:3w*1,0
s=3(5)*1û
s=L5*10
s=25

I need to do this for all values

of w.

tû 4t

EUNËl(A
MATH'

Lesson3l: Problems in Mathematical Têrms

O 20L5 GreátMìnds €ureka-math.org
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frñ-SrI4-Ë-esru*r* 32: Multü-$tep Fr*bleræs in tþrs Rea$ WorËd

Beverly started saving money in a new account. She opened her account with $50. She adds $20 every

week. Write an equation where w represents the number of weeks and f represents the total amount of
money in the account, assuming no money is taken out and no interest is accrued. Determine which variable
is independent and whích is dependent. Then graph the total amount in the account for w being less than B

weeks.

f * ZOt¿¡ *"50

f ¡s #¡e dependent voríable.

w fs ¡åe índependent vøríeþle.

To determine the amount of money Beverly saves, I need to multiply the number of
weeks by the amount of money she saves each week: 20w. Then I need to add the
original $50 to that product: 20w * 50.

I know that the number of weeks, w, ís the independent variable.
I am given those values: 0-7. I know that w will be measured along
the r-axis. The total amount of money, f, depends on how many
weeks Beverly s¿¡ves. I know that ú is the dependent variable and will
be measured along the y-axis.

Lesson 32r Mult¡-Step Problems in the Real World EURßKA
MATH"

32
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The independent variable is

rneasured along the r-axis.
The dependent varíable is

measured along the y-axis.

Ordered Pair

lx,yl

Independent
Variable

lwl
Solving the
Equation

Dependent
Variable

{r}

t å:?0w*5ü
t=20{0)+SCI
f=ü*St
û=5S

50 {{1,5t}

1 t:?ûw*5û
f: 20(1) + 5û

f:20*5û
t=70

7tl {1,70}

I know the
amount of
weeks because

the problem

says less thøn
B weeks. This

includes 0-7.

t:2$w*5G
f=2S(?)+SCI
f:4S-þ5ü
t: 9O

9{} (2,90),

I use the equation t = 20w * 50 t<¡

determine values for t. I substitute the
value for w and evaluate the expression.

I can create ordered pairs to plot
on a graph using the values for
the independent and dependent

values.

EUREIAilAflf
LÊsson32: Multi-Step Problems in the Real World 53



Hornowork tlelper A Story of ñatios @

*ever*yns *avings å*cçu srt

B

&
*
q

";
g
6Þ
Ë

ç
6
Ë
4

M¡t

*$*

ì. (;{}

1?lt

? itl

-1 i;{¡ ' -- - --
:t l0
t ttt +--

á$* : ------- --

Í

'J1I
lx;
?ff

{;{l
i{l
ãtI
iXì
â*
'* 9'

iï
3'* It

ffum&erof,
Wçeks

{w}

T'tsf
Arntunt af
Money ín
Ðal{ors

{t}

û 5tl

t 7t

1 st

*1 å1*

4 å3û

5 å50

ú 17$

7 19S

ìluxri¡cr ol ly'skr

A point is placed at the intersection of the (x, y) coordinates.
Beginning at zero, I move horizontally along the r-axis first to
the first x-value and then vertically a]ong the y-axis to the
first y-value. There I place a point. I continue to do this for
each of the ordered pairs created from the table to the left.

Lesson 32: Mult¡-Step Problems in the Real World EUR.EKA
TTATH"
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j Hsrnework Helpcr A Story of Ratios ø

Gñ-M4-Lesson 33: Fr<ym Equations tr lnequalities

Moving from Equations to lnequalities

Students move from naming the values that make the sentence true or false to using a set of numbers and

determining whether or not the numbers in the set make the equation or inequality true or false.

Choose the numbers that make the equation or inequality true from the following set of numbers:

{2,4,6,8,9,17}

1. m-2:6
{ff}

2. m-2<6
{3,4,6}

3. 3x=27

{e}

4. 3x227

{9,17i

EUNEKA
MATH'

l¡son 33: From Equat¡ons to lnequalilies

B is the only number that makes this equation true.

m-2*2:6*2
m=B

m-2+2<6+2
mlB

Because the number that rn represents has to be less

than B, the only numbers from the set that are less than
B are 2, 4, and 6.

9 is the only number that makes this equation true

3x+3:27+3
ry-(]

3x+3>27+3
x 2.9

Because the number that x represents has to be greater

than or equal to 9, the only numbers from the set that are
greater than or equal to 9 are 9 and 17.

O 2015 Gr€at M¡nds êureka-møth.org
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5. lh: 6
5

Iåere ís no number in the
tet thut mukesthís
equatian fJ,ue.

L

Ett'5 = 6'5
h=30

Because the number that l¿ represents has to be equal

to 30, and none of the number choices from the set
are 30, then there is no number in the set that makes

this equation true.

t
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llsmewcrk Helper A Stary af Ratios

Gñ-ilfi4-$-essmn 34: 1Ådritång ãnd Græph$ng lnequalitåes ist

Rea I-W0e'& d Froblerä'¡ s

Graphing lnequalities

When an inequality has a variable that is less than or equal to or greater than or equal to {< or }) a number,
then (because the solutíon includes the number) the point is plotted on the graph. For example: x < 9 (x is
less than or equal to 9). This solution wíll include 9 and all numbers less than 9. To plot 9 on the graph, it is
represented with a closed circle because it is a solution to the inequality. A ray to the left of 9 represents all

rational numbers less than 9 because they are all solutions to the inequality.

m

-y,¡ãl¡åå81Å"8a I

L

ã

2345678910L1

When an inequality is less than or greater than a number (( or )), the solution does not include the number
The number isthe beginning place, and instead of plotting a closed point on the graph, an open point {or
open circle) determines the begínning place. For example: x ) 9 (-r is greater than 9). An open point at 9 is
plotted on the graph since 9 is not a solution to the inequality but a beginning point. A ray to the right of 9
represents all rational numbers greater than 9 because they are all solutions to the inequality.
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Write and graph an inequality for each problem

L. At least 64

,xä64

å¿. I

I know numbers that are at least 64 include 64 as

the least amount and any number greater than 64.
I need to plot 64 with a point and all numbers
greater than 64 with a ray to the right of 64.

llL.

59 60 6L 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

Lesson34: Writìng and Graphing lnequalities in Real-World ProblemsEUR.EKA
TYTATH.
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Homework Helper A Story of Ratios [[|

2. Less than 1"0

x<10

lll-\ \tr

10 L1 LZ 13

3. Cameron needs at least 10 minutes to finish his assignment. However, he must finish in under
30 minutes.

1"t{r<3S
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0 5 1.0 15 20 25 30 35 4A 45 50

Lesson :¡4: Writ¡ng ãnd Graphing lnequalit¡es in Real-World Problems EUR.EKA
mårH"

I know numbers that are less than 10 do not include 1,0, but I should start
with 10 as a beginning point. I need to plot an open point (or circle) at 10

and represent all numbers less than 10 with a ray to the left of 10.

I know numbers that are øt least 10 include 1"0 as the least
amount. I should start with 10 as a beginning point. lf Cameron

needs to finish under 30 minutes, 30 is my stopping point. The

solution set does not include 30 because under 30 rs /ess than 3A

All numbers between 10 {íncluding 10) and 30 (not including 30} need to be

represented. I need to plot a point at 10 and represent all numbers greater
than 10 with a line segment to the right of 10 until I reach 30. My stopping
point is 30, which I will represent with an open point, or an open circle.
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